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MSc course 191551L50 "Numerical techniques for PDEs"
Final test, January L9, 2OL7, 08:45-LO:45

The parts A and B may be graded separately. Therefore please write your answers for the
A and B parts on separate sheets of paper, indicating your name and student number on
both A and B parts. The use of calculators and other electronic devices is not allowed.
Motivate all your answers.

Part A. Parabolic PDEs Consider the following PDE

u1 - (Dur), : Q, (1)

with initial and boundary conditions given, where u: u(t:,Í) is unknown and D : D(r) >
0 is given. , r
A1 Give a definition of a convergent numerical scheme for solving equation (1).

A2 Consider the following scheme to solve (1):

uï*, - uï _ pi+ttz(uï*r -uï) - pittz(uï - uï_t) * nA, (,ArP - "'
Define all symbols appearing in this expression. Moreover, carry out the practical check of
the maximum principle (recall'positivity'and'sum property') to see whether the principle
holds for some AÍ.

A3 Assume that for the truncation error T(r,t) of this numerical scheme holds

lT(r,t)l < CAr,

where C is a constant. First, define the local error $ of the above scheme and establish the
discrete equation satisfied by it. Second, defrne the global error En of the numerical scheme
solving equation (1) and derive an upper-borurd for it. Third, show that -E' decreases as

AÍ decreases while C is kept fixed.

Part B. Hyperbolic PDEs

81 We solve a partial differential equation

* au* : g, (2)

where u:u(r,Í) is unknownfunctionand a: o(*) is given. Wehave 0 <r ( l and
Í ) 0 and there are also some given boundary conditions (which we do not consider in this
question) and initial condition u(r,O): uo(r), with given ,o(r).For internal mesh points
(away from the borurdaries), formulate the first order upwind scheme for solving (2). Take
into account that a(r) may change sigu (i.e., be positive for certain r and negative for
some other r).
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See the other side



2pt 92 We now consider the same PDE and the same initial and boundary conditions as
given in the previous question. Again, we neglect boundary conditions in this question.
Assume that a(z) ) 0 for all r and consider the following numerical scheme for solving
this problem:

öt(uï+1/2 + u"+t/z) 
,_ n .-ö,(uï*rn + uïllp) _ nz't *ai+r1z--fr;-:u, (3)

where 6Jlï+1/2 : uï*' - tli and' similar relations hold for 6ruïli/'
6,Uïlr'n. Sketch the domain of dependence for this scheme and, based
CFL condition for this scheme. Motivate your answer.

3pt B3 For the same problem as in Question 81 and again neglecting boundary conditions,
we consider numerical scheme

r rn*l r rn*l
- u;tt - u;-t

* oai'i*L :0, (4)

, 6,ul*r,, ar,d

on it, derive a

where 0 e [0,1]. Assume that a is constant. Substitute a numerical Fourier mode Ul :
Sn"itciL't into the scheme to derive an expression for,À. In the formula to be obtained by
you, À should depend on 0 and on the familiar parameters ( and z. We now consider two
choices: e: L and 0:1. For which z does each of these choices give astable scheme?
What is the damping error for each choice of 0? Based on this analysis which value for 0,

I or 7, would you prefer? Motivate your ansrm/er.

'I'he grade tor the test is determined as G: l+9P|LZ where P is the number of points
earned.


